Abstract: Retaining customers is very important for economic growth and turnover in any organization. It is the progress of selecting and holding customers who are about to jump to another company. This swing is notable in the telecommunication sphere due to the high number of telecom service providers. This work contributes various feature selection methods which help to improve the accuracy of the churn prediction model created.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the current span, we have perceived a blast amount of data. Valued information is concealed in this massive raw data. Data analytics tasks are employed to describe and predict patterns and associations between them. This also involves the entire development of mining valuable information and knowledge from this data [1] [2] . Rise and emerge of information and its systems take noteworthy evolution in every single business [3] . This article, however, presents data analytics methods to detect telecom churn. The fast growth of telecom companies increases to incredible rivalry among them. The prime cause for churn is displeasure of customers in the quality of service provided. Then service providers apply to win back methods to offer best deals and offers. Retaining prevailing valued customers is efficient and lucrative than picking new ones. This makes the company achieve well economic growth and image [4] [5] . Thus, a small improvement in prediction model yields good results in the economic growth of a telecom company. Machine learning methods were very useful in predictive analysis and classification for churn prediction which gave desired results. Existing works in churn prediction reveals many classifications, clustering, feature selection methods to improve accuracy. Rotation ensemble-based methods with Adaboost used for classification by van et al. [6] . Another study compared with tree classifiers and employed the wrapper method for attribute selection process [7] . Similarly, a work using MLP on UCI dataset and produced 93.7% accuracy [8] . A binary classification was performed by combined LR and KNN and compared with other hybrid and baseline approaches [9] . A work implemented using FSDTE approach which is the integration of various classifiers which realize higher accuracy [10] . Rodan et al employed correlation ensemble techniques on private data with 5000 samples in 2015 [11] . Similarly, work was contributed using the DCES ensemble approach using RF private data by Baumann et al [12] . Recently, a task was implemented using BPN and higher performance was achieved by boosted SVM [13] . The article is organized as follows in Part 2, takes various feature selection methods used for churn prediction. Section 3 presents the overall framework of this work and Section 4 announces the results and discussion. Lastly, the conclusion is shown in Section 5.
II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION
The intention of Attribute selection is to tumble the features suitable for classification for improving the accuracy and minimize the cost [14] . Another main purpose of implementing feature selection is to discover the correct criterion for evaluation. This session presents five standard benchmark feature selection methods used in this article.
A. Ant Search Method
Ant search Technique formed by real ants formed from activities of real ants to resolve problems of optimization. Ants generally communicate for the shortest distance by using pheromone ingredient [15] . Similarly, the ant search method applies two way of communication by pheromone and heuristic value for shortest pathfinding. The Ant search Method is evaluated using the below equation,
Here
is the neighborhood of ant k when a node in x. The number of ants is indicated by pheromone and degree of quality determine by heuristic value. Once an ant ranges a conclusion area, it chooses the greater value for path evaluation [16] .
B. Cuckoo Search Method:
CSM is basically a stochastic comprehensive exploration procedure, that depends on input population. This method avoids in-depth search tactic which is supportive in finding results to non-linear problems and cares for in closing out a multi-objective new better solution. The productivity of CS in arising efficient results and its operability. After producing new results for, say cuckoo , a L'evy flight is completed, Here, is the step size, that had better be correlated to the scales of the problem of attention. In maximum cases, we can make .When birds and animals are in search of food, they do a random optimal path to find their prey. CSM employs a similar kind of method to give good results for the problem. It takes the properties of birds to deliver a decisive ideal result which is far better than various other random path issues [17] .
C. PSO Method
PSO is an enhancing computational technique that improves the issue by means of the iterative process to expand a result with a parameter called the measure of quality [18] . It resolves the issue via dubbed elements which mitigate using a method using the calculation and estimation of the position of particle and speed. Every particle is moved based on the position which finally leads to good results. The fitness value is more responsible for selecting the attributes in PSO search Method. Finding the best values, the particle updates its velocity and positions with the following equation (b) pv[] is the particle velocity, current[] is the current particle (solution). pb[] and gb[] are defined as stated before. rand () is a random number between (0,1). current1, current2 are learning factors. usually current1 = current2 = 2 [19] .
D. Linear Forward Selection
LFS is a stepwise procedure that enhances variables which provide good development to the model. Another process will perform backwards which eliminates the unwanted variables step by step. Both forward and backward process is implemented in LFS for the best selection of results. LFM calculated using the formula,
Here
if the final model object, specifies the null model and indicates formula for probable variables. The initial ordering process is followed by the ranking process for selected important attributes. The process of back warding or forwarding can be selected on the basis of desired optimal results [20] .
E. Principal Component Analysis
PCA is the most commonly employed method in machine learning for predicting results. It is an unsupervised method applied to evaluate the relations among a group of variables. The basic equation for PCA is written as Where Here, regression plays a vital role in fixing best line fit and thus PCA is generally called as factor analysis. It is a mathematical technique that applies an orthogonal conversion that translates a sample of correlated variables to a sample of uncorrelated ones [23] .
III. FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTED
The entire process for predicting Telecom churn was divided into three steps. Firstly, the churn dataset is dealt with four attribute selection method such as Ant search, Cuckoo Search, PSO Search, PCA and Linear Forward Search. The outcome subset of each and every attribute selection is then allowed classification algorithm. Here, we employed the Decision Tree algorithm for bi-classification purpose.
Fig. 1. Framework for Telecom Churn Prediction
The evaluation measures such as TP rate, FP rate, Recall, Accuracy, Precision are compared and analysed. After the experiment, the final step leads to selecting the highest accuracy for prediction churn. We applied various feature selection techniques on public Telecom churn dataset which as 5000 records of customers [22] . We removed the attributes International Journal of Innovative Technology and Exploring Engineering (IJITEE) ISSN: 2278-3075, Volume-9 Issue-3, January 2020
which are irreverent to our study. The overall architecture of work is shown in Fig.1 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We examined four attribute selection methods to perform telecom churn prediction. churn dataset is employed with Ant search, Cuckoo Search, PSO Search and Linear Forward Search. we used the Decision tree for bi-classification purpose. The output of the feature selection method is given as input to the classification algorithm (Decision Tree). We performed the experiment with various combination of feature selection algorithm with the decision tree. Various evaluation parameters are calculated for both feature selection method combined with a decision tree. Firstly, we experimented for the combination of CSM with Decision Tree and realised the accuracy of 91.3%. The ROC graph of CSM algorithm is shown in Fig.3 . Next, the performance is analysed for Ant Search method. We realised the accuracy of 93% and ROC value of 0.788. Lastly, we evaluated the algorithm for PSO, PCA and LFS. We got less accuracy of 90% for all three algorithms. On evaluating all machine learning methods, we observed Ant Search method combined with decision tree gives high accuracy of 94.2% and ROC value of 0.788. The summary results of various feature selection method are depicted in Table 1 .1. 
V. CONCLUSION
The article aims to explore various standard feature selection methods for churn prediction in telecom which reduce time as well as overfitting issue in prediction models. Various attribute algorithms are employed to discover the best optimal result on publicly available churn telecom dataset. On assessing all machine learning approaches to feature selection, we observed Ant Search method combined with decision tree gives high accuracy of 93% and ROC value of 0.788. The future direction can be extended to ensemble learners to enhance the performance of all measures to predict churners.
